Multi-Med® Home Care Kit

The Multi-Med® Home Care Kit is now available to the consumer. This innovative Multi-Med® Home Care card is designed for people taking multiple medications over the course of a day.

ELIMINATES MEDICATION SPILLS... Cards construction allows medications to be sealed in individual blisters. No plastic lids to pop open.

EASY TO UNDERSTAND. Each horizontal row holds pills for one day in individual blisters, color-coded to the time of the day the pill is to be taken.

EASY TO USE. No screw caps or snap-ons to open, simply push the pill through its foil backing paper.

EASY TO TRACK. At-a-glance assurance that pills are being properly dispensed.

TAMPER EVIDENT. Easy to see if package has been tampered with.

AND... DRUG PACKAGE MAKES IT EASY FOR THE CONSUMER TO FILL:
Simply fill card with medication, peel off liner, fold over and seal.

1. Place blister card in filling tray
2. Fill blisters with medications using prescription vials.
3. Peel away liner paper to expose pressure-sensitive adhesive.
4. Fold over foil-backed left side of card.
5. To seal apply pressure with roller
6. Remove sealed card from tray Fold into book.

CAT. NO. DESCRIPTION
MA-MMHC -Kit Multi-Med Home Care Kit: Includes 8 Multi-Med Cold Seal Cards, 1 filling tray, a roller, labels and complete instructions
MA-MMHC -Kit-CS 6 Kits Per Case. Multi-Med Home Care Kit: Includes 8 Multi-Med Cold Seal Cards, 1 filling tray a roller labels and complete instructions.

CAT. NO. DESCRIPTION
MA-MMHC -REF Refill Kit: Includes 12 Multi-Med Cold Seal Cards
MA-MMHC -REF-CS 6 Kits Per Case. Refill Kit: Includes 12 Multi-Med Cold Seal Cards